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ABSTRACT
A language L Q X * is called ultimately periodic if there exist a word to E X * and a
finite set F Q X * such that all words of L are prefixes of the words in Fu*. We char—
acterize ultimately periodic regular and context—free languages and show that ultimate
periodicity is decidable for context-free and DTOL languages.
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1. Introduction
An infinite word 21) is said to be ultimately periodic if there are words u,v such
that w:…]…) where υω:υ…]... . As a generalization of this notion we call a
language L Q X * ultimately periodic if there exist a word 1/. € X * and a finite set
F Q X * such that all words of L are prefixes of the words in Fu*. In this paper we
will characterize ultimately periodic regular languages and show that all ultimately
periodic context—free languages are regular. We will also study decidability questions
concerning ultimate periodicity. In particular, we will show that ultimate periodicity
is decidable for context—free and DTOL languages. The latter result generalizes the
result of [3] and [8] concerning the ultimate periodicity of infinite DOL words.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of language theory, see

[10, 11]. In the proofs we will also use some basic properties of rational series [2, 12].
In general, a language L can be regarded as a formal power series over the Boolean
semiring. N—rational and Q—rational series are commonly used, e. g., when we want to
count also the multiplicities associated with the words of the language.

2. Definitions and Examples

We use standard language-theoretic notation and terminology. In particular, the
length of a word w is denoted by |w|. If L Q X* is a language, then Pref(L) and
Fac(L) are the sets consisting of the prefixes of the words of L and factors of the
words of L, respectively. A language L Q X * is called slender if there is a positive
integer k such that L contains no It words of equal length.


